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This document is a brief presentation of the 

Kinetis Generic FSK (GENFSK) Software for 
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MKW37A/MKW38A/MKW39A/MKW37Z/M

KW38Z wireless microcontroller platforms, 

version 3.0.0. This software package is built 

using the Kinetis Software Development Kit 

(KSDK) version 2.6. This document covers 

installation of the software packages, hardware 

setup, build and usage of the provided demo 

applications.
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1 Building the Binaries 

This section details the required steps for obtaining the binary files for usage with the boards. 

NOTE 

In order to be able to build any of these packages you need a copy of the 

IAR Embedded Workbench for ARM® version 8.32.2 or higher or 

MCUXpresso Integrated Development Environment version 10.3 or higher. 

This connectivity software package does not include support for any other 

toolchains. 

The packages must be built with the debug configuration in order to enable 

debugging information. 

 

This package includes various demo applications that can be used as a starting point. 

The next section presents the steps required for building the connectivity_test. All applications can be 

found using the following placeholders for text: 

• <connectivity_path> : represents the root path of the SDK package 

• <board> : represents the target board for the demo app, “frdmkw38” 

•  <RTOS>: represents the scheduler or RTOS used by the app, can be “bm” or “freertos” 

• <demo_app> : represents the demo app name 

• <IDE> : represents the integrated development environment used to build projects and can be 

“iar” or in the case of MCUXpresso IDE it can be ignored 

The demo applications general folder structure is the following: 

 <connectivity_path>\boards\<board>\wireless_examples\genfsk\<demo_app>\<RTOS>\<IDE>\ 

 

Kinetis Generic FSK Software Demo Application Build Example 

Selected app: connectivity_test 

Board: frdmkw38 

RTOS: FreeRTOS 

Resulting location: 

<connectivity_path>\boards\frdmkw38\wireless_examples\genfsk\connectivity_test\freertos\ <IDE> 

 

NOTE 

If your FRDM-KW38 board is configured for the buck or boost modes of 

the DCDC converter inside the KW38Z microcontroller, please note that 

the following defines need to be set: gDCDC_Enabled_d to 1 and 

APP_DCDC_MODE to gDCDC_Mode_Buck_c or 

gDCDC_Mode_Boost_c respectively, in the app_preinclude.h header file. 
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1.1 Building and Flashing the Kinetis Generic FSK Software Demo Applications 
using MCUXpresso IDE 

 

Step 1: 

Drag and drop the installed package into the MCUXpresso Installed SDKs window. 

 

Step 2: 

Import the SDK examples into Workspace. 

 

 

Figure 1:  Installed SDKs 
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Step 3: 

Select the board, then the desired example(s): 

 

Figure 2:  Select the board 
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Figure 3:  Select the example(s) 

Step 4: 

Build the connectivity_test project. 

 

Figure 4:  “connectivity_test” bare metal build 

Step 5: 

Click the “Debug” button to flash the executable onto the board. 
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Figure 5:  “connectivity_test” Debug 

1.2 Building and Flashing the Generic FSK Software Demo Applications using 
IAR 

 

Step 1: 

Navigate to the resulting location in either the connectivity software installation directory or the cloned 

application root directory. 

 

Step 2: 

Open the highlighted IAR workspace file (*.eww file format): 

       

Figure 6:   “connectivity_test” IAR demo project location 

Step 3: 

Choose between Debug and Release configurations in the drop-down selector above the project tree in 

the workspace, as seen in Figure 2. 

       

Figure 7:  Select the desired configuration (Debug or Release). 
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Figure 8:  “connectivity test” – IAR workspace 

Step 4: 

Build the project. 

 

Figure 9:  Build “connectivity_test” bare metal application 

Step 5 

Make the appropriate debugger settings in the project options window: 
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Figure 10:  Debugger Settings for “connectivity test” project 

Step 6: 

Click the “Download and Debug” button to flash the executable onto the board. 

 

Figure 11:  Download and Debug the “connectivity_test” application 
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NOTE 

The projects are configured to use “CMSIS DAP” as the default debugger. 

Please make sure that your board’s OpenSDA chip contains a CMSIS 

DAP firmware or that the debugger selection corresponds to the physical 

interface used to interface to the board. See the section below for more 

information. 
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2 Hardware Setup 

The hardware setup in this example uses a FRDM-KW38 development platform, shown in the figure 

below: 

 

Figure 12:  FRDM-KW38 board 

 

The FRDM-KW38 board should have the OpenSDA USB port connected to a Windows PC. The 

OpenSDA chip on the board should have appropriate firmware flashed, with debugging and virtual 

serial COM port capabilities. 

CMSIS DAP is the default interface selected in the IAR Embedded Workbench for ARM® projects with 

FRDM-KW38 included in this release. 
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The FRDM-KW38 board can be configured via jumpers to be in the two modes of the DCDC converter 

inside the KW39Z microcontroller or to bypass it entirely, as shown in the figure below: 

 

 

Figure 1:  FRDM-KW38 Jumper Configuration for DCDC Modes 
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3 Example: Running the Connectivity Test Demo Application 

The Generic FSK “connectivity_test” demo application requires a serial terminal program to connect to 

the boards. For this example, Tera Term was chosen. 

Step 1: 

Load the applications on the boards using IAR Embedded Workbench for ARM® by clicking 

“Download and Debug”. 

 

Figure 2:  “connectivity_test” loading stage example 

 

Figure 3:  “connectivity_test” application loaded  

 

 

 

http://ttssh2.sourceforge.jp/
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Step 2: 

After loading the application check “Device Manager” to get the serial ports numbers. 

 

Figure 4:  Device Manager serial port lookup  

 

Step 3: 

Using the port numbers specified in Device Manager, open a Tera Term instance and connect to the 

device using the 115200 baud rate. To change the baud rate of the terminal go to “Setup-> Serial Port” 

menu. 
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Figure 5:  Select serial connection COM port  

 

Figure 6:  Setting correct baud rate 

Step 4: 

Start the applications by pressing the ENTER key. Any other key will display the logo screen again. In 

addition to the logo, the XCVR and GENFSK SW versions used to build the application are displayed. 

Note: the screenshots in the remaining document are used for illustration purpose and may slightly differ 

from what you see in your terminal display. 

  

Figure 7:  Application after a reset 
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Figure 8:  Connectivity Test started 

Follow the on-screen instructions to run each test. If a test needs a second platform, follow the steps 

above to set it up. 

The previous section demonstrates the basic steps to run a demo application. A brief description of the 

Generic FSK Connectivity Test application is presented in the next chapter. 
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4 Generic FSK Connectivity Test Application description 

4.1 Default configuration 

For the Generic FSK Connectivity Test application, the transceiver is configured to use BLE modulation 

and bitrate, the packet processor matches advertising packets and the default channel number (after 

reset) is set to 42 so the frequency matches the first BLE advertising channel frequency.  

The whitener and CRC blocks are configured compatible with the first advertising channel of the BLE 

protocol by default (whitening does not change per channel). As a direct consequence, the continuous 

packet reception test is capable of capturing advertising packets. Note that when BLE mode is selected 

along with per channel whitening, the whitening will be configured according to BLE standard allowing 

the reception on other BLE channels too. 

These configurations (except channel number, modes/rates and BLE whitening) are modifiable only at 

compile time, but the hardware block requirements must be met in order to obtain valid settings. For 

additional information, see the Generic FSK Link Layer API contained in this release package 

(GENFSKLLAPIRM.pdf) 

4.2 Runtime configuration 

Runtime configuration is available in most menus. In addition, several continuous tests (that are not 

using packet mode) can be configured while running. The parameters which can be updated at runtime 

are: 

• Mode: RX or TX 

• Mode/Rate: GENFSK 250Kbps, GENFKS 500Kbps, GENFSK 1Mbps, GENFSK 2Mbps, 

BLE LR 125Kbps, BLE LR 500Kbps, BLE 1Mbps, BLE 2Mbps 

• Whitening: Fixed or per channel (the latter option has only an effect when BLE mode is 

used) 

• Channel: 0 to 127 (2360MHz + x*1Mhz) 

• TX Power Level: 0 to 32 for “low power” and “high power” tables (power levels, not dBm). 

Using “high power” table along with high indexes allows for higher transmission power. 

• Payload: 0 to 63 (since default length field size is 6 bits) 

 

The runtime configuration is updated using the shortcut keys and is applied before any test starts. 

Typically, the possibility of configuring one of the parameters described above is signaled by the 

presence of the parameters list. 
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Figure 9:  Runtime configuration 

The “Mode” parameter is not used directly, but some of the tests display different menus and have 

different behaviors based on its value. 

Similarly, the “Payload” parameter is considered only for some tests. The minimum size is set to 6 

because these tests need to include relevant data in the payload.  

4.3 Available tests 

The Generic FSK Connectivity Test application contains several test suites. The available tests are 

printed in the main menu, which is displayed after pressing ENTER on the logo screen. 

 

Figure 10:  Connectivity Test main menu 
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4.3.1 Continuous tests 

The Generic FSK Connectivity Test allows the user to: set the transceiver in several continuous TX 

modes, send packet bursts with random payloads, receive and display packets that match the compile 

time configurations of the packet processor and sample energy level on current channel. 

 

Figure 11:  Continuous tests menu 

 

Figure 12:  Testing PRBS and continuous packet mode reception 

 

Figure 13:  Testing energy detect and continuous modulated TX with 1’s pattern 

The figure above shows that during a continuous TX (modulated or unmodulated) the power level can 

be adjusted while running the test. By varying this parameter, the results of the energy detection test will 

differ. 
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4.3.2 Packet Error Rate test 

To execute the PER test, a second platform is needed. One of the platforms must be set in RX mode (by 

pressing “r”) and the other in TX (by pressing “t”). 

The TX mode displays several consecutive menus for configuring number of packets to be sent and 

minimum delay between packets. The payload includes 6 bytes of test-related data. If the payload size 

(configured using shortcut keys) is greater than 6, the payload is padded with additional data. The test is 

carried out on the configured channel, at the configured power level. 

The RX mode displays a single menu which describes how to start and stop the test. For each PER 

packet, the test prints the packet index, the received packet index, RSSI and a 32 bit timestamp. 

 

 

 

Figure 14:  PER test configuration 

The 6 milliseconds constraint in the PER TX test is not related to the Generic FSK functionality. It only 

allows the RX test to print packet related information immediately after the device receives a packet. 

 

Figure 15:  PER test finished 
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4.3.3 Range test 

The Range Test is similar to the Packet Error Rate test. It also needs two platforms, one configured as 

RX and the other as TX, and it has different menus for each mode.  

This test runs a “send-confirm” routine, and logs on both sides the RSSI for each packet received by the 

RX device.  

The TX device starts the test by sending a packet with fixed payload length containing Range Test 

related payload. Then it waits for a response from the RX device which contains the RSSI associated to 

the aforementioned packet. If the RX device sends the response packet, the RSSI is displayed. If the TX 

device does not receive the confirm packet, a “Packet dropped” message is displayed. When the test is 

stopped, it displays the average RSSI and (on the TX device only) the number of dropped packets.  

 

Figure 16:  Range Test start 

 

Figure 17:  Range test stopped (RX is stopped first, generating dropped packets) 
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5 Generic FSK Link Layer 

5.1.1 Overview 

The Generic FSK Link Layer enables radio operation using custom GFSK (with configurable BT 

product, modulation index and modulation filter coefficients), FSK or MSK modulation formats. 

Generic FSK Link Layer also offers a highly configurable packet structure, variable bit rate transmission 

and reception and packet processing. 

The Generic FSK Link Layer provides the interface between the application and the Generic FSK Link 

Layer Controller. The Generic FSK Link Layer allows a highly configurable packet structure, defining 

the lengths, bit ordering and contents of individual packets fields, defining the start and end points for 

whitening, CRC and some primitive parsing of the packet header.  

The Generic FSK Link Layer also features a RAW packet transfer mode, bypassing most of the 

hardware acceleration (with only preamble detect and network address match available), with the 

limitation that only a maximum of 1027 bytes of data (including header and CRC if available) can be 

received or transmitted. The 1027 bytes limitation does not include the preamble size and network 

address size. 

The Generic FSK Link Layer is also instantiable, enabling use of several configurations in the same 

applications without the need to reconfigure when using one or the other. Important notice, only one 

instance can send/receive data at a moment of time due to the fact that all use the same Generic FSK 

Link Layer Controller. 

The below sections provide some basic information on the Generic FSK LL APIS. For more details, 

please refer to “GENFSKLLAPIRM.pdf”. 

 

 

5.1.2 Initializing the Generic FSK Link Layer 

There are three most important APIs to initialize the Link Layer and to allocate and free Link Layer 

instances: 

• GENFSK_Init() 

• GENFSK_AllocInstance() 

• GENFSK_FreeInstance() 

 

The GENFSK_Init() is the first API that the application must call to initialize the required GENFSK 

task, instances and conditional variables. The Generic FSK Link Layer performs a low level 

initialization during this process. The Generic FSK instances initialization is not performed here. 

The application is required to include “genfsk_interface.h” to be able to invoke GENFSK_Init(). 
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The GENFSK_AllocInstance() API allocates a new GENFSK instance (if the maximum number of 

available instances was not reached) and performs the GENFSK instance initialization and 

configuration. If no configuration structure is passed for one or several parameters, then the default 

values will be used. The application is required to include “genfsk_interface.h” to be able to invoke 

GENFSK_AllocInstance(). Refer to “GENFSKLLAPIRM.pdf” for more details. 

 

The Generic FSK Link Layer does not provide an API to completely remove the Link Layer. There is no 

API to kill or exit tasks created during GENFSK_Init() API. If an instance is no longer needed it can be 

freed dynamically at any point of time using GENFSK_FreeInstance() API.  

 

5.1.3 How to use Generic FSK Link Layer APIs 

After the Generic FSK Link Layer initialization and instance allocation, interaction with Generic FSK 

Link Layer is the most important aspect for the application. 

The Generic FSK APIs can be broadly categorized as shown in the table below: 

 

Generic FSK API Category Description/Example 

Configuration APIs These APIs allows the application to configure, 

read or set values for various parameters on a 

Generic FSK instance. 

Example: 

GENFSK_RadioConfig() 

GENFSK_SetPacketConfig() 

GENFSK_GetPacketConfig() 

GENFSK_SetCrcConfig() 

GENFSK_GetCrcConfig() 

GENFSK_SetWhitenerConfig() 

GENFSK_GetWhitenerConfig() 

Callback Registration APIs These API enable application to register various 

callbacks with Generic FSK Link Layer 

instances. 

Example: 

GENFSK_RegisterCallbacks() 
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Send and Receive APIs These API enable application to send or receive 

data on a specific instance, or to cancel a pending 

transaction.  

Example: 

GENFSK_StartTx() 

GENFSK_StartRx() 

GENFSK_AbortAll() 

Utility APIs These APIs help application to perform various 

jobs such as formatting a packet before 

transmission, extracting parameters from byte 

stream after reception, get current timestamp, etc. 

Example: 

GENFSK_PacketToByteArray() 

GENFSK_ByteArrayToPacket() 

GENFSK_GetTimestamp() 

For all Generic FSK APIs, application must include the “genfsk_interface.h” header file. Refer to 

“GENFSKLLAPIRM.pdf” for an exhaustive list of available APIs. 

 

5.1.4 Generic FSK Link Layer Configuration APIs 

The APIs in this category enables application to configure the radio, packet format, channel, TX power 

and network address. Refer to “GENFSKLLAPIRM.pdf” for an exhaustive list of available APIs. Each 

configuration can be changed at runtime as long as the affected instance is not active sending or 

receiving data. If the instance is active, in order to make configuration changes, the current active 

sequence has to be aborted first. 

 

• GENFSK_RadioConfig() sets the radio configuration for given instance. The radio 

configuration includes radio modes (GFSK, FSK and MSK) and data rate (2Mbps, 1Mbps, 

500Kbps, 250Kbps and 125Kbps). The 500Kbps and 125Kbps are among other used for 

Long Range feature in BLE. 

Important notice, in MSK mode only RAW packets are transmitted and received. The packet 

size is limited to 1027 bytes of data and most of the hardware acceleration is bypassed. Also 

if needed, the DSP library available in Framework offers APIs to perform software CRC 

calculation, Scrambling and also Forward Error Correction.  
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• GENFSK_SetPacketConfig() sets the packet configuration for the given instance. The 

packet configuration includes preamble size, packet type (formatted or RAW), length field 

size, h0 and h1 header fields sizes and also h0 and h1 mask and match fields. 

• GENFSK_GetPacketConfig() returns the configuration structure for the given instance, if 

allocated. 

• GENFSK_SetCrcConfig() sets the CRC configuration for the given instance, if allocated. 

The CRC configuration includes CRC enable (hardware CRC enable or disable), receive 

invalid CRC (if set, a packet received with invalid CRC is sent to the application, else an 

event for invalid CRC is sent to the application), CRC size, CRC start byte (the CRC start 

byte position, position #0 is the first byte of Sync Address), CRC reflect input, CRC reflect 

output, CRC byte order, CRC seed, CRC poly and CRC XOR out (masks the CRC result 

with this value). 

• GENFSK_GetCrcConfig() returns the configuration structure for the given instance, if 

allocated.  

• GENFSK_SetWhitenerConfig() sets the Whitener configuration for the given instance. The 

Whitener configuration includes Whiten enable (hardware Whitener enable or disable), 

Whiten start (whitening start byte), Whiten size, Whiten initialization and Whiten size 

threshold. Refer to “GENFSKLLAPIRM.pdf” for more details. 

• GENFSK_GetWhitenerConfig() returns the configuration structure for the given instance, 

if allocated.  

• GENFSK_SetNetworkAddress() sets one of the network address used for network address 

match for the given instance, if allocated. 

• GENFSK_GetNetworkAddress() returns the configured network address for one of the four 

available location for the given instance, if allocated.  

• GENFSK_EnableNetworkAddress() enables one of the network address matching for the 

given instance, if allocated.  

• GENFSK_DisableNetworkAddress() disables one of the network address matching for the 

given instance, if allocated.  

• GENFSK_SetChannelNumber() sets the channel number for the given instance, if 

allocated. 

• GENFSK_GetChannelNumber() returns the configured channel number for a given 

instance, if allocated.  

• GENFSK_SetTxPowerLevel() sets the TX power level for the given instance, if allocated.  

• GENFSK_GetTxPowerLevel() returns the configured TX power level for the given 

instance, if allocated. 

 

5.1.5 Generic FSK Link Layer Send and Receive APIs 

The APIs in this category enable the application to send or receive data on a given instance, or to cancel 

a pending sequence. Refer to “GENFSKLLAPIRM.pdf” for an exhaustive list of available APIs. Only 

one sequence can be active at a time.  
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In order to send data on one instance, the application have to use GENFSK_StartTx(). Based on the 

instance configuration, the GENFSK_StartTx() has a different behavior.  

If gGenfskFormattedPacket is selected for Packet Type, then GENFSK_StartTx() expects that the 

input buffer to be compliant to the configured settings for packet format. 

If gGenfskRawPacket is selected for Packet Type, then GENFSK_StartTx() bypasses all the hardware 

acceleration and a maximum of 1027 bytes packet length is expected.  

Also if the selected radio mode is MSK, then GENFSK_StartTx() bypasses all the hardware 

acceleration and a maximum of 1027 bytes packet length is expected. 

The transmission can also be delayed by setting txStartTime to a value other than 0. Time base roll 

over at 24bits (~16.7 seconds) must be considered in setting the txStartTime. 

 

In order to receive data on one instance, the application have to use GENFSK_StartRx(). Based on the 

instance configuration, the GENFSK_StartRx() has a different behavior. 

If gGenfskFormattedPacket is selected for Packet Type, then GENFSK_StartRx() expects that the 

data received over the air to be compliant to the configured settings for packet format. In this case 

maxBufLengthBytes field can be set to any value, and all the packets with length smaller than or equal 

to maxBufLengthBytes compliant with the packet format will be received.  

If gGenfskRawPacket is selected for Packet Type, then GENFSK_StartRx() bypasses all the hardware 

acceleration and a maximum of 1027 bytes packet length can be received. Also if the selected radio 

mode is MSK, then GENFSK_StartRx() bypasses all the hardware acceleration and a maximum of 

1027 bytes packet length can be received. 

For both gGenfskRawPacket Packet Type or MSK radio mode, maxBufLengthBytes has to be set to 

the exact value for the received packet size. All packets with different length will be rejected.  

The reception can also be delayed by setting rxStartTime to a value other than 0. Time base roll over at 

24bits (~16.7 seconds) must be considered in setting the rxStartTime. 

The reception duration can be set by rxDuration. If no valid packet is received during this time, the 

reception will timeout and an event is sent to the application. 

 

Active transmissions or receptions can be aborted by using one of the sequence specific APIs, 

GENFSK_CancelPendingTx() and GENFSK_CancelPendingRx() or by using the generic API which 

will abort any active sequence, GENFSK_AbortAll(). 

 

5.1.6 Generic FSK Link Layer Application Event Indication Callbacks 

This callback mechanism is provided to notify the application of incoming packets or events as they are 

received from the Link Layer hardware or software. Each Generic FSK instance has its own callbacks 

and for proper usage the callbacks must be registered with GENFSK_RegisterCallbacks() before Link 

Layer usage. Refer to “GENFSKLLAPIRM.pdf” for more details. 
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5.1.7 Generic FSK Link Layer Utility APIs 

The APIs in this category help application to perform various jobs such as formatting a packet before 

transmission, extracting parameters from byte stream after reception and return current timestamp. Refer 

to “GENFSKLLAPIRM.pdf” for an exhaustive list of available APIs. 

 

GENFSK_PacketToByteArray() API is used to convert a packet buffer to a byte array format to be 

sent by GENFSK LL. The format used will be the one configured for the given instance. 

GENFSK_ByteArrayToPacket() API is used to convert the byte array received over the air in 

GENFSK_packet_t format.  The format used will be the one configured for the given instance. 

GENFSK_GetTimestamp() returns the current value of the time base for the Generic FSK Link Layer. 

The time base is the same for all instances.  
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6 Connectivity Test Demo Application with Low Power enabled 

Low power is not yet supported. Therefore, in app_preinclude.h file, the following define is set as 

shown below: 

/* Enable/Disable PowerDown functionality in PwrLib */ 

#define cPWR_UsePowerDownMode           0 

 

In future when low power will be supported, the Connectivity Test demo application low power support 

can be enabled by setting the following defines in app_preinclude.h file: 

 

/* Enable/Disable PowerDown functionality in PwrLib */ 

#define cPWR_UsePowerDownMode           1 

 

/* Enable/Disable GENFSK Link Layer DSM */ 

#define cPWR_GENFSK_LL_Enable           1 

              

/* Default Deep Sleep Mode */ 

#define cPWR_DeepSleepMode              7 

 

The API PWR_GENFSK_EnterDSM() is used to put the Generic FSK Link Layer and radio along 

with the MCU (if possible) to sleep. PWR_GENFSK_EnterDSM() takes as input parameter the 

dsmDuration in milliseconds.  

 

Low power support is included in “Packet Error Rate test” and “Range test”. 

 

Packet Error Rate Test 

The sleep duration is sent in the packet payload by the device with TX role and interpreted by the device 

with RX role. After the packet was sent, the device with TX role will enter sleep mode for 1000ms (in 

the provided demo application).  

If the device with RX role receives the packet, it enters sleep mode also but with 10ms less than the 

device with TX role in order to wake up earlier and start to listen for a new packet. If several packets are 

lost on the RX side, the device will not go back to sleep mode. 

For this demo application, the transmitting device sends a packet every 1000ms and goes back to sleep. 
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Range test 

For this demo application, the sleep duration is fixed at 100msec. After a packet was sent by the device 

with TX role, the device enters RX state and waits for the confirmation packet for 10msec. If the 

confirmation is received it enters back to sleep mode for 100msec. For the device with RX role, after a 

packet is received, the device enters TX state and sends the confirmation then enters sleep mode for 

90msec in order to wake up earlier and listen for a new packet. 
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